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A standard procedure in processing vertical seismic profile (VSP) data is the separation of up- and downgoing
wavefields. We show that these wavefields in boreholes can be retrieved using only single-component data,
given that a full set of surface reflection data is also available. No medium parameters are required. The method
is an application of the Marchenko method and uses a focusing wavefield. It is a wavefield that satisfies certain
focusing conditions in a reference medium.We show that the method is applicable to boreholes with any orien-
tation, and no receiver array is required. By this work, we present two contributions. One is that we investigate
the effect of using only the traveltime from borehole data to form the focusing wavefield. The second is that we
validates standard separation methods (PZ summation and f-k filtering) by retrieving the one-way wavefields
from a completely different approach. We use the numerically modelled data from a realistic field velocity
model in the North Sea. Three borehole geometries (horizontal, deviated and vertical) are tested. We discuss
the practical aspects for field application in the end.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Seismic data acquired in boreholes have long been used in aiding the
geological interpretation of the subsurface. For vertical wells, these data
are called vertical seismic profiles (VSP). VSP data are useful for identi-
fication and confirmation of the events seen on surface seismic data,
seismic-stratigraphic analysis, seismic velocity analysis and calibration,
imaging and time-lapse reservoir monitoring, and predicting ahead of
the drill bit (Hardage, 1985; Poletto et al., 2004). Overviews of conven-
tional VSP processing techniques and successful field examples can be
found in Kennett et al. (1980) and Balch et al. (1982).

Due to its acquisition geometry, an important VSP processing step is
the separation of the up- and downgoing fields. Conventional VSP up-
down separation methods are based on the separation of different appar-
ent velocities (or dips) of the up- and downgoing fields. Generally speak-
ing, upgoing events have positive dips and downgoing events have
negative dips. Velocity filters are commonly used to separate them in the
frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain (Embree et al., 1963; Treitel et al.,
1967). Besides the separation in the f-k domain, separation in the τ-p do-
main after applyingRadon transform is suggestedbyMoonet al. (1986). In
this approach, the up-down components are mapped to different τ-p
quadrants according to their dips so that they can be separated. This tech-
nique is useful when the separation is difficult in the f-k domain.

With the availability of multi-component data, more sophisticated
wave-equation based decomposition methods are developed.
Dankbaar (1985) proposes a decomposition scheme which uses
weighted summations of vertical and horizontal geophone measure-
ments in the f-k domain.Wapenaar et al. (1990) present a scheme to de-
compose land surface data into up-downgoing P- and S-waves. Other
separation methods that are based on eigenvalue decomposition of the
equation of motion with certain boundary conditions in horizontally-
layered media. Ursin (1983) show that the up- and downgoing fields
can be computed as an angle-dependent combination of two or more
measured data components. Barr and Sanders (1989) show the use of
a scalar combination of the hydrophone (pressure) and vertical geo-
phone (particle velocity) measurements to suppress water-column re-
verberations. This approach is commonly referred to as PZ summation.
It is simple to implement but valid for normal incidence only. An
angle-dependent decomposition for multi-component sea-floor data is
proposed by Amundsen (1993) and Amundsen and Reitan (1995),
which requires the seabed velocity and density. Schalkwijk et al.
(2003) propose a 5-step adaptive decomposition scheme that obtains
the necessary information from data, and it is further extended by
Muijs et al. (2004) to be applied in an efficient automated manner.

In this paper, we show another approach that is also wave-equation
based, but retrieves the up- and downgoing fields in boreholes using
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Fig. 1.Notation convention and data acquisition overview. Each spatial position is denoted
by (xH, x3, i), with xH = (x1, x2), and i represents a certain depth level. The upper dashed
line denotes a transparent surface level ∂D0, above which the medium is homogeneous,
and the lower dashed line denotes a focusing level ∂Di (below which the medium is
reflection-free for the focusing function, see Fig. 2). The solid blue line represents the
known surface reflection response R∪(x0″ |x0, t) after source deconvolution and surface
multiple removal. The solid red lines represent the unknown quantities, where f1

+(x0|xi
′,t) is the downgoing component of the focusing function with the focus position xi' and
G+(xi'|x0″ , t) is the retrieved downgoing wavefield from a surface source at x0″ . Note that
G+ additionally contains the interaction with the medium below the focusing level. For
f1
+, the medium below the focusing level is homogenous and not the actual medium.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. The general workflow for retrieving the up- and downgoing fields. The red boxes
denote the input data, and the round-cornered purple boxes denote the computed
results. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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only the acoustic pressure data recorded at the surface and in the bore-
hole. Themethod is valid for a general lossless inhomogeneousmedium
with moderately curved interfaces. It accounts for all internal multiples
and is not limited to normal incidence. No medium parameters are re-
quired, and it can be used for a single borehole receiver (an array of re-
ceivers is not needed). The method uses the so-called focusing
wavefields from the Marchenko method (Rose, 2002; Broggini et al.,
2012; Wapenaar et al., 2013; Behura et al., 2014), which are computed
from surface reflection data and borehole data. From these focusing
functions, one is able to retrieve at a borehole receiver, the up- and
downgoingwavefields.We show that themethodworks for any general
borehole orientation, and its results agree with those by other methods.
This approach is tested with synthetic data, modelled for a density and
velocitymodel realistic for North Sea. Three borehole geometries are in-
cluded, namely, horizontal, deviated, and vertical. The retrieved up- and
downgoing fields are compared with those by conventional methods in
each case. In the horizontal configuration, we also investigate the effect
from a less-than-ideal initial focusing wavefield, where only the
smoothed traveltime from borehole data is used. We then discuss
these results and their applicability to field data.

2. Method

The Marchenko method (Wapenaar et al., 2014) is able to retrieve
up- and downgoing subsurface wavefields from surface sources. It
Fig. 2. An illustration of the downgoing focusing wavefield f1
+(x|xi′,t). After being injected

at the surface level ∂D0 at t=−td(x0|xi'), it propagates downward and focuses at xi' at t=
0. td(x|xi') is the direct travel time from x0 to xi'. Then the wavefield continues propagating
downward from the level i. Notice that the medium below that level is defined as
reflection-free, which is different from that in Fig. 1, where the retrieved G+ additionally
contains the interaction with the medium below the focusing level.
requires surface reflection responses and the direct wavefield from the
subsurface location to the surface source positions, which can be ob-
tained from a smooth background velocity model. However, velocity
Fig. 4. The P-wave velocity model and the acquisition geometries for the a) horizontal
borehole, b) deviated borehole and c) vertical borehole. The stars denote the sources in
both the surface and borehole data, and the triangles denote the receivers. The blue
circles denote the reference source positions, where the retrieved one-way wavefields
are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 5. An example of a) the direct wavefield in borehole data and b) the corresponding downgoing focusing wavefield f1
+, computed using the iterative Marchenkomethod. The focusing

positions are at a lateral position of 2 km. The actual directfield is shown in red and the synthetic one created by convolving the smoothed traveltime curvewith a Rickerwavelet is shown
in black. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 6.Horizontal borehole case. The common-source comparison of the retrieved total wavefield (U+D, in black) and the recordedpressurewavefield (in red). a) is retrievedbyusing the
synthetic less-than-ideal initial focusing wavefield, as shown by the black traces in Fig. 5. b) is retrieved by using the correct direct wavefield from borehole. Every tenth trace is plotted.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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models are not always available, and even when they are, an inaccurate
velocitymodel can affect the retrieved results depending on the velocity
error (Thorbecke et al., 2013; de Ridder et al., 2016). Borehole data, on
the other hand, provides exact traveltimes. Thus it enables amore accu-
rate and velocity-free Marchenko scheme, which in turn provides the
sought-after up- and downgoing separated borehole wavefields.
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Fig. 7. Horizontal borehole case. The common-source comparison of the retrieved downgoin
retrieved by using the less-than-ideal initial focusing wavefield. b) is retrieved by using t
downgoing field is scaled up by a factor of 6 for viewing. (For interpretation of the references t
2.1. The up-down wavefield retrieval

First, we introduce Fig. 1 for the notation and the data geometries. A
spatial position is denoted as xi = (xH, x3, i), where xH = (x1, x2) repre-
sents the horizontal position and x3, i represents the depth level. For ex-
ample, x0″ represents a position at a lateral coordinate xH″ at the surface
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Fig. 8. Horizontal borehole case. The same comparison as in Fig. 7, but for the upgoing wavefield.
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Fig. 9. Horizontal borehole case. The zero-offset comparison of the retrieved total wavefield (U+ D, in black) and the recorded pressure wavefield (in red) in borehole. a) is retrieved by
using the synthetic less-than-ideal initial focusingwavefield, as shown by the black traces in Fig. 5. b) is retrieved by using the correct directwavefield fromborehole. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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level ∂D0, and similarly, xi' represents a position at a lateral coordinate xH′
at a subsurface level ∂Di. The surface level ∂D0 is defined as a transparent
boundary, indicated by the upper dashed line in Fig. 1, so the free surface
reflections are excluded. The green line shows a general borehole, and
each borehole receiver position is denoted as xi, where imay vary accord-
ing to the depth. In otherwords, the borehole need not be horizontal. The
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Fig. 10.Horizontal borehole case. The zero-offset comparison of the retrieved downgoingwavefi
the direct arrivals in the downgoingfield is scaled upbya factor of 8 for viewing. (For interpretat
of this article.)
blue colour indicates the known surface reflection response R∪(x0″ |x0,t)
recorded at x0″ from a source at x0. The red colour indicates two of the un-
known quantities, the downgoing components of the focusing function
f1
+(x0|xi′,t) and of the pressure wavefield G+(xi'|x0″ , t). More on the focus-
ing functions will be explained, but first, the relation between the blue
and the red quantities is the following (Wapenaar et al., 2014).
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Fig. 11. Horizontal borehole case. The same comparison as in Fig. 10, but for the upgoing wavefield.
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For t ≥ td(x0″ |xi') (the direct travel time from a position xi' in the bore-
hole to a position x0″ at the surface), the up- and downgoingfields can be
computed by
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Fig. 12. Residual sum of squares of the amplitude for a) the common-source results, and b) the
using only the traveltime. It also reveals that impact of the synthetic direct wavefield is mainly
here R∪(x0″ |x0, t) is the known surface reflection response after surface
mulitple elimination, deghosting and the deconvolution of the wavelet,
the same definition as in Wapenaar et al. (2014) and Thorbecke et al.
(2017). And f1

±(x0|xi′,t) are the one-way focusing functions to be found
by an iterative Marchenko scheme (shown below), and G±(xi'|x0″ , t) are
the up- and downgoing components of the band-limited Green's func-
tions. The subscript 0 in f1, 0

+ stands for the initial estimate of f1+.
In order to use these two equations, one needs to find the focusing

functions f1±(x0|xi′, t), whose sum describes a pressure wavefield that
satisfies the wave equation in themedium between ∂D0 and ∂Di and fo-
cuses at the focusing position xi' at t=0. An illustration of its downgoing
component is shown in Fig. 2, and an exact description of the focusing
condition can be found in Wapenaar et al. (2014).
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zero-offset results. It confirms that the use of the recorded direct wavefield is better than
on the downgoing wavefield rather than the upgoing wavefield.
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Fig. 13.Deviated borehole case. The common-source comparison of the retrievedwavefields (in black) and the referencewavefield (in red). The source position is at 2500mat the surface.
a) The downgoing and b) the upgoing wavefields. A standard PZ summation is used. The events after 1.5 s in the downgoing waves are scaled up by a factor of 8 for viewing. Every sixth
trace is plotted. c) The retrieved total wavefield (U+D, in black) is compared to the recorded pressurewavefield (in red) in borehole. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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These focusing functions f1
±(x0|xi′iiiii, t) are found by an iterative

Marchenko scheme, starting with an initial estimate of f1+(x0|xi′, t).
More details on the Marchenko scheme, the focusing functions and its
implementation are explained by Wapenaar et al. (2013, 2014); Slob
et al. (2014) and Thorbecke et al. (2017). Here we summarise the
scheme with Eqs. (3) to (5), which read
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where θ(t) is the Heaviside function, and k is iteration number starting
from 0. For simplicity, we use the time reversal of the direct arrival in
Eq. (5) as an approximation. The technically correct term is the direct
arrival of the inverse transmission response (Wapenaar et al., 2014).
First, by setting k = 0 in Eq. (5), one forms the first estimate of f1, 0+ ac-
cording to Eq. (4) by using the time-reversed direct wavefield from x0
to xi' in the borehole data as Gd(xi'|x0,−t). By setting k= 1, the first up-
date f1, 1

+ can be computed from Eq. (3), and subsequently the upgoing
component f1, 1− from Eq. 4. After repeating the procedure for a few
iterations until converged f1
± are found, it can then be substituted back

into Eqs. 1 and 2 for the up- and downgoing fields. In this last step,
again, only the surface reflection data and the direct wavefield travel
times are needed. An overall processing flow chart is shown in Fig. 3.

3. Numerical results

The synthetic data are modelled using a realistic P-wave velocity
model from the North Sea. To show that the method is not limited to
any particular borehole orientation, three borehole geometries (hori-
zontal, deviated and vertical) are used. Fig. 4 shows the model and the
data geometries. In all three cases, there are 241 sources and receivers
in the surface reflection data, with a source / receiver spacing of 25 m.
A finite difference method (Thorbecke and Draganov, 2011) is used
for generating the synthetic acoustic pressure datasets. The source sig-
nal in the surface data is a band-limited delta functionwith amaximum
frequency of 55 Hz. The free surface related multiples are not included
in the modelling, which is an ideal scenario for the method. The source
signal for the borehole data is a Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency of
15 Hz.

3.1. Horizontal borehole

In this case, there are 129 receivers in the borehole of the depth
2.3 km, starting from x1 = 1000 m to x1 = 4200 m, with a spacing of
25 m, as shown in Fig. 4a. The source positions for the borehole data
are the same as in the surface data.

Oneway to form the initial estimate of the focusingwavefield is time
windowing the direct wavefield in the borehole data, as this preserves
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Fig. 14. Deviated borehole case. The zero-lateral-offset comparison of the retrieved wavefields (in black) and the reference wavefield (in red). The source position is at 2500 m at the
surface. a) The downgoing and b) the upgoing wavefields. A standard PZ summation is used. The events after 1.5 s in the downgoing waves are scaled up by a factor of 8 for viewing.
Every sixth trace is plotted. c) The retrieved total wavefield (U + D, in black) is compared to the recorded pressure wavefield (in red) in borehole. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the correct amplitude. However, time windowing may not work for
large far-offsets due to the head waves, etc.. Therefore, to study the
method's sensitivity to such effect, we repeat the same workflow to re-
trieve the up- and downgoing field, one with the correct direct
wavefield, and one with the synthetic direct wavefield.

To form this synthetic direct wavefield, we extract the traveltime
curves with the maximum amplitude, make sure it is a smooth curve
and then convolve it with a zero-phase wavelet. It alters what should
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Fig. 15. Vertical borehole case. The comparison of the retrieved total wavefield (U+ D, in
black) and the recorded pressure field (in red) in borehole. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
be the inverse of the direct wavefield, and we will see how it affects
the retrieved up- and downgoing fields. The comparison of the two ini-
tial direct fields are shown in Fig. 5a and the corresponding focusing
wavefields in Fig. 5b.

Fig. 6 is the common-source comparison of the retrieved total re-
sponse G (in black) with those by an angle-dependent PZ summation
method (in red). The up- and downgoing fields are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. In Fig. 7 for the downgoing field, the events after the direct ar-
rivals are gained by a factor of 8 for viewing. This factor is chosen by
trial and error to achieve a suitable visual result. For this trace-by-
trace comparison, an overall scaling factor is used, where themaximum
amplitude in the retrieved downgoing wavefield is scaled with that in
the measured borehole data. This does not alter the amplitude-versus-
offset behaviour in the retrieved wavefields.

Overall, the figures show that this method gives similar results as
the standard PZ summation approach. Secondly, we can see that this
less-than-ideal initial direct wavefield does have an effect on the re-
sults, but only to a limited degree. The kinematics in the retrieved re-
sults are not affected by this erroneous input. The similar
comparison, but for the zero-offsets are shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 11.
To have a clearer overview of the error from the synthetic initial
input, the residual sum of squares (RSS) of the amplitude for the
common-source and zero-offset comparisons are plotted in Fig. 12.
It confirms that amplitude error is smaller using the actual direct
wavefield than using only the traveltime. It also shows that this in-
correct direct wavefield mainly affects the downgoing wavefield
rather than the upgoing wavefield. In the next two examples, the de-
viated and vertical ones, we will use only the correct direct wavefield
as the initial focusing wavefield.
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Fig. 16. Vertical borehole case. The comparison of the retrievedwavefields (in black) of a source at x1= 3000m at the surface. They are compared to those by standard PZ summation (in
red). a) The downgoing field. An amplitude gain of a factor of 8 is applied on the events after the direct arrivals. b) The upgoing field. Every sixth trace is plotted. (For interpretation of the
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3.2. Deviated borehole

In the deviated borehole case, there are 129 receivers in the bore-
hole. The lateral position of the borehole receivers is from x1 =
1000m to x1 = 4200mwith a 25m interval. The depth of the receivers
is from x3=1760m to x3=2400mwith a 5m interval. The data geom-
etry is shown in Fig. 4b. The common-source comparison of the re-
trieved wavefields to those by PZ summation is shown in Fig. 13a and
b. The total wavefield is compared to the recorded pressure field in
Fig. 13c. There are slight mismatches in terms of amplitude seen in the
far-offset. The zero-lateral-offset comparison is shown in Fig. 14. We
see that the match of the downgoing field is better than the full-offset
comparison in Fig. 13a. In this zero-later-offset case, the limited aper-
ture in the surface data does not have a big impact since the medium
is mostly horizontally layered and the correct initial focusing wavefield
is used.
3.3. Vertical borehole

The third example is a standard VSP configuration with 69 receivers
in a vertical borehole at x1 = 3000m. The depth of the receivers is from
x3=500m to x3=1200mwith a 25m interval, as shown in Fig. 4c. The
retrieved one-way wavefields are compared to those by PZ summation
in Fig. 16 and to those by f-k dip filtering in Fig. 17. The f-k dip filtering is
added as it is a standard technique for VSPs and it also only requires
single-component data. The figure shows the retrieved up- and
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Fig. 17.Vertical borehole case. Similar comparison as in Fig. 16, but to those by f-kfiltering (in re
to the web version of this article.)
downgoing fields for a common source at x1 = 3000 m at the surface.
The retrieved total wavefield is compared to the recorded pressure
field in Fig. 15. Although minor mismatch can be obversed, the result
shows that all three methods works well in retrieving the up- and
downgoingwavefields, while all three methods are derived from differ-
ent point of views.

4. Discussion

Up-down separation of borehole data is a routine process. By com-
paring our results with those by PZ summation and f-k filtering, we
show that all three methods retrieves the up- and downgoing fields, al-
though they start from very different point of views. Second, we show
that it is possible to retrieve these fields using only single-component
data and no prior medium parameter information for any well
geometry.

There are several aspects of this method to be mentioned. First, it is
derived for a lossless inhomogeneous medium with mildly curved sur-
faces. Attenuation is considered in the work by Slob et al. (2016). Sec-
ond, although the method does not require a receiver array in the
borehole, it does require a full set of surface reflection responses. A
large source-receiver aperture at the surface is necessary for complex
medium. More importantly, as the scheme is presented, source signal
deconvolution and surfacemultiple removed are assumed in the surface
data. A perfect source signal deconvolutionwhich results in a flat ampli-
tude spectrum would be a challenge in practice. For including the sur-
face multiples, Singh et al. (2017), Ravasi (2017) and Staring et al.
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(2017) show promising results. Nevertheless, we identify that an
errornous initial estimate of the focusing wavefield, in terms of ampli-
tude, does not have a major effect on the retrieved the one-way
wavefields, especially the upgoing fields. Therefore, this is encouraging
news for using borehole data with the Marchenko method.

The fact that only single-component data are needed and that they
need not be acquired simultaneously suggests that the method might
be suitable for large scale subsurface monitoring (CO2 monitoring, for
example), where the surface data are already available and no major
changes happen in the overburden (above a borehole). In particular,
the direct arrivals in borehole DAS (Distributed Acoustic Sensing) re-
cording should be considered (Cui et al., 2017), as it is essentially
single-component and low-cost for installing in a wide range of bore-
holes. The proposed method might work well with DAS data for moni-
toring projects (Daley et al., 2013; Madsen et al., 2013).

5. Conclusion

We show a new approach to retrieve the up- and downgoing fields
in boreholes using surface reflection responses. The method is based
on theMarchenkomethod and requires only the acoustic pressuremea-
sured at the surface and in boreholes. It is completely data-driven and
applicable to any borehole geometry. No receiver array is required, but
a full set of surface reflection response is needed. The retrieved one-
way wavefield agrees with those by conventional PZ summation and
f-k filtering. We also observe that the use of only traveltimes from bore-
hole data does not have a major impact on the result (especially the
upgoing fields), such that the method is robust. Although practical is-
sues remain for full-scale field application, we believe that the concept
of combining surface and borehole data (DAS technology in particular)
might be of interest for large scale monitoring projects.
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